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We propose an empirical scheme—based on nonlinear dynamics—for diagnosing real-world market dynamics
from observed price series data. The scheme distinguishes between endogenous and exogenous volatility in ob-
served price series, tests whether endogenous volatility is generated by low-dimensional deterministic market
dynamics, simulates these dynamics with a phenomenological market model, and models extreme volatility
probabilistically. These diagnostics allow policymakers to make an empirically-informed determination of
whether laissez-faire or interventionist policies are most promising in reducing price volatility in particular
cases. We apply the diagnostic scheme to provide compelling empirical evidence that observed volatility in or-
ganic apple, pear, orange, and lemon prices at theMilano (Italy) Ipercoop is due to endogenousmarket dynamics
governed by low-dimensional nonlinear behavior. The implication for food policy is that this inherently unstable
market cannot be relied upon to systematically stabilize observedprice volatility from randomexogenous shocks.
There may be scope for public interventions targeted to increasing the flexibility of organic fruit producers in
responding to changing market conditions.

© 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Key international agencies and think tanks identify food-price vola-
tility as a serious threat to food security (G20 2011; HLPE 2011; Kalkuhl
et al. 2013). Policies broadly seek to reduce price volatility itself and/or
buffer its negative impacts on consumers and producers through mar-
ket-based strategies or public interventions (Galtier 2013; Gouel
2012). Market-based strategies are intended to reduce price volatility
by improving market allocation of commodities spatially (through
trade) and temporally (through storage), and to buffer negative impacts
on producers through risk-hedging instruments in futuresmarkets and,
to a limited extent, on consumers through emergency aid during food
crises. Public interventions are intended to reduce price volatility by
controlling available market quantities with tools including price
floors/ceilings, quantity restrictions, taxes and subsidies, and public
buffer stocks, and to buffer negative impactswith transfer payments de-
signed to protect producer incomes during periods of low prices and
consumer's access to food levels during periods of high prices (Galtier
2013).
urizio.canavari@unibo.it
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The consensus in the literature is that the effectiveness of public in-
terventions depends on the agricultural price dynamics driving volatil-
ity. The dominant doctrine attributes volatility to exogenous random
shocks that price adjustments dampen over time (Galtier 2013). In
this framework, public interventions interfere with the market's ‘natu-
ral correction process’ (Gouel 2012). An alternative explanation is that
price volatility persists in recurrent patterns due to the endogenous be-
havior of inherently unstable food markets responding to changes in
supply and demand (Berg and Huffaker 2015; Chavas and Holt 1993;
Galtier 2013). Agricultural markets do not provide a ‘natural correction
process’ for price volatility.

Galtier (2013) concludes that distinguishing between endogenous
and exogenous price volatility in particular agricultural markets “is
still an open question, and the only certitude we have is that endoge-
nous sources of instability can theoretically exist and affect all countries,
with panics being far more probable…” (p. 74). In this paper, we pro-
pose a five-stage empirical diagnostic scheme—based on nonlinear dy-
namics techniques—to distinguish between endogenous and
exogenous market dynamics in observed agricultural price series.
Armed with this empirical evidence, policymakers can make an empir-
ically-informed determination of whether laissez-faire or intervention-
ist policies might be more effective in managing price volatility in
particular cases.
enous and exogenous price volatility in food security assessment: An
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2. Past empirical approaches

Gouel (2012) surveys two main approaches that have been used to
empirically distinguish between endogenous and exogenous food
price volatility. A ‘model-centric’ approach tests for endogenous volatil-
ity by directly estimating theoretical market models. Models that fit the
data well and/or conform to ‘stylized facts’ based on statistical proper-
ties of observed agricultural prices are deemed to provide empirically-
validated explanations for endogenous volatility. An alternative ‘data-
centric’ approach seeks to establish positive empirical evidence that ob-
served volatility is generated endogenously by a particular type of non-
linear dynamics: low-dimensional chaos (Adrangi and Chatrath 2003;
Chatrath et al. 2000).

The major problemwith a model-centric approach is that a theoret-
ical model cannot be validated by demonstrating a ‘good fit’ with ob-
served data since other models with very different structures and
representations of reality can be parameterized to also provide good
fits (Hornberger and Spear 1981; Oreskes et al. 1994; Rykiel 1996).
The commodity price literature provides an instructive case study. The
empirical validity of the classic competitive storage model was chal-
lenged on the basis that it failed to account for the degree of serial cor-
relation in observed commodity prices (Deaton and Laroque 1996).
However, subsequent work demonstrated that a competitive storage
model could be reformulated to improve empirical performance
(Cafiero et al. 2011), and moreover that the measurement of price
data used to estimate a given model could impact empirical perfor-
mance (Guerra et al. 2015).

An additional problem with a model-centric approach is that the
conformity of model output with ‘stylized facts’ based on probabilistic
properties of observed prices does not resolve the price endogeneity
question. The methodological standard set in the empirical nonlinear
dynamics literature compares model dynamics with those empirically
reconstructed from observed data based on shared topological proper-
ties (Kot et al., 1988).

An alternative data-centric approach—seeking positive evidence of
endogenous chaotic dynamics in commodity price data—is also unreli-
able. The approach proceeds as follows: First, a price series is purged
of linear dynamics and seasonal variation with a linear-autoregressive
(ARCH/GARCH) model. Next, a phase-space attractor is reconstructed
from the filtered price series using time-delay embedding (Takens
1980), and tested for topological features of chaos including ‘self-similar
geometry’ (by measuring the correlation dimension), and ‘sensitive de-
pendence on initial conditions’ (bymeasuring the Lyapunov exponent).
The major drawback with relying on these measures to positively dem-
onstrate chaotic dynamics in observed data is that they are based on as-
ymptotic properties best met with vast amounts of high quality data
provided by laboratory experiments designed specifically for investigat-
ing chaos (Schreiber 1999). The measures are unreliable when estimat-
ed from short and noisy real-world data (Chatrath et al. 2000; Schreiber
1999).

These topological measures perform reliably when the focus of em-
pirical nonlinear analysis is relaxed from attempting to demonstrate the
presence of deterministic chaos in observed data to gauging the degree
to which endogenous nonlinear dynamics are present (Schreiber 1999;
Schreiber and Schmitz 2000). Our proposed empirical nonlinear diag-
nostic scheme follows this path.

We apply nonlinear diagnostics to empirically reconstruct and char-
acterize the dynamics of an organic fruit market from volatile organic
apple, pear, orange and lemon prices (Euros per kilogram, €/kg) record-
ed weekly at the Milano Ipercoop over an eight-year interval (from
2003 to 2010, 421 weeks). The Ipercoop is the largest store format of
the leading retail grocery chain in Italy (COOP)—a consumer coopera-
tive with about 15% of the market share. Price data were provided by
the Centro Servizi Ortofrutticoli (CSO), a cooperative company based
in Ferrara (Italy), whose members are companies working in all phases
of the fruit and vegetable supply chain. CSO collects weekly retail price
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data at selected stores in Italy and Europe. Consequently, the prices rep-
resent the evolution of a niche organic fruit market serving a limited
number of consumers to a common retail market with widespread dis-
tribution (Canavari et al. 2002; Canavari and Olson 2007). We find
strong empirical evidence that price volatility in the organic fruitmarket
investigated is endogenously generated by nonlinear, low-dimensional
and deterministic market dynamics.

How can we hope to reconstruct full market dynamics from ob-
served price series? The answer is that the evolution of each price series
encodes the historical interactions of driving market forces including
consumer demand, fruit production, input costs, contracting practices,
and so on; and nonlinear diagnostics recover this encoded information.
The organic fruit price series used in this work illustrate well howmar-
ket dynamics can be reconstructed from price data, and how recon-
structed dynamics can guide subsequent formulation of realistic
mechanistic market models using techniques such as dynamic systems
modeling. The actual formulation of a mechanistic market model is be-
yond the scope of this paper.

3. An empirical nonlinear dynamics diagnostics scheme

We diagnose endogenous market dynamics as a source of observed
price volatility as follows (Fig. 1): In Stage 1, we apply Singular Spectrum
Analysis to separate each price series into endogenous structured vola-
tility (‘signal’) and exogenous unstructured volatility (‘noise’) with sig-
nal processing techniques. In Stage 2, we test whether a detected signal
is generated endogenously by nonlinear, low-dimensional and deter-
ministic market dynamics with Nonlinear Time Series Analysis (Kantz
and Schreiber 1997). In Stage 3, we conduct causal network analysis
with Convergent Cross Mapping (Sugihara et al. 2012) to empirically
test whether the dynamics of the observed organic fruit prices causally
interact in the samemarket system. If so, in Stage 4, we simulate empir-
ically-detected endogenous price volatility with a dynamic (phenome-
nological) market model composed of a system of ordinary differential
equations (Baker et al. 1996), and use themodel to investigate dynamic
price interactions driving endogenous market dynamics. Finally, in
Stage 5, we model exogenous noise with Extreme Value Statistics (Katz
2010)—a method currently used in the food security literature
(Kalkuhl et al. 2013).

3.1. Signal processing

We apply Singular Spectrum Analysis—a ‘data driven’ signal process-
ingmethod that accommodates highly anharmonic (potentially non-si-
nusoidal) oscillations in irregular time series data (Elsner and Tsonsis
2010)—to separate an observed price series into endogenous structured
variation (‘signal’) and exogenous unstructured variation (‘noise’). Sig-
nal incorporates trend and oscillatory components. Signal strength is
measured as the fraction of variation explained in an observed price se-
ries from its mean when the price series is converted to an anomaly
from its mean, and the Toeplitz method of SSA is applied (Ghil et al.
2002; Golyandina et al. 2001). Signal strength provides preliminary em-
pirical evidence for the relative contribution of endogenous to exoge-
nous volatility. Positive (negative) noise levels occur at times when an
observed price series is greater (less) than the corresponding signal.

Singular Spectrum Analysis can be applied to fill in intermittentmiss-
ing values in observed data by using dynamic structure detected from
the full range of reported observations to calculate replacements for
missing values. Consequently, it processes more information than con-
ventional moving average approaches limited to observations immedi-
ately surrounding the missing values (Golyandina et al. 2001).

3.2. Nonlinear time series analysis

We applyNonlinear Time Series Analysis (NLTS) (Kantz and Schreiber
1997) to test whether structured volatility separated in signal
genous and exogenous price volatility in food security assessment: An
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.agsy.2016.09.019



Fig. 1. Empirical scheme for distinguishing between endogenous and exogenous price volatility. In Stage 1, Singular Spectrum Analysis separates observed price series into endogenous
structured volatility (signal) and exogenous unstructured volatility (noise). In Stage 2, price signals are tested for low-dimensional, nonlinear endogenous market dynamics with Phase
Space Reconstruction and Surrogate Data Testing. In Stage 3, Convergent Cross Mapping identifies causal network interactions among detected price signals. In Stage 4, detected
endogenous volatility is simulated with a phenomenological market model to understand price interactions driving endogenous volatility. In Stage 5, exogenous volatility is analyzed
with Extreme Value Statistics. Policymakers can use diagnosed information to make a data-informed choice of whether laissez-faire or interventionist policies will be most effective in
reducing price volatility.
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processing is generated endogenously by nonlinear, low-dimensional
and deterministic market dynamics. Similar to other time series
methods, NLTS demands stationary data which is promoted by
extracting the trend from each price signal.

The centerpiece of NLTS is Phase Space Reconstruction—the recon-
struction of real-world systemdynamics froma single observed time se-
ries. In general, points in phase space represent the ‘state’ of a dynamic
system given by the level of systemvariables in given timeperiods. Each
point evolves along a unique trajectory governed by a system of (usual-
ly) first-order differential equations. If the dynamic system is ‘dissipa-
tive’, system variables co-evolve from given initial conditions toward a
geometric structure (‘attractor’) with “noticeable regularity” ((Brown
Fig. 2. Linear cobweb price dynamics: (a) Time series plots, (b) Phase-space market at
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1996), p. 55). Attractors include stable fixed points, stable limit cycles,
and chaotic structures upon which solution trajectories oscillate irregu-
larly (Glendinning 1994; Strogatz 1994).

We illustrate Phase Space Reconstruction using the following linear-
cobweb market model with two interacting prices px(t) andpy(t):

px t þ 1ð Þ ¼ 0:9px tð Þ þ 0:3py tð Þ þ 100
py t þ 1ð Þ ¼ −0:3px tð Þ þ 0:9py tð Þ þ 100 ð1Þ

The prices solving this dynamic system—plotted as time series in Fig.
2a—oscillate toward a steady-state market equilibrium. The market
dynamic—pictured in phase space by plotting one price against the
tractor, (c) Phase Space Reconstruction of the market attractor using a single price.

enous and exogenous price volatility in food security assessment: An
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other at each point time in Fig. 2b—has the two prices co-evolving along
the familiar cobweb trajectory towardmarket equilibrium. The system-
atic cobweb cycle is an example of a phase-space attractor. Depending
on system parameters, the linearmarket system can also produce a cen-
ter-point equilibrium around which prices co-evolve periodically. The
market model must be reformulated with nonlinear feedback between
the two prices to produce a more complex attractor, for example, one
upon which variables cycle aperiodically (Dieci and Westerhoff 2009;
Hommes 1991; Jensen and Urban 1984; Zachilas and Gkana 2011).

A ‘shadow’ version of the cobweb market attractor can be recon-
structed by plotting one of the prices, e.g., px(t), against its level one pe-
riod later, px(t+1) (Fig. 2c). Two-dimensional phase space in original
price coordinates is reproduced by a single price and one of its for-
ward-delayed copies. This is the Time Delay Embedding approach to
Phase Space Reconstruction that reconstructs system dynamics (i.e., the
cobweb attractor) from a single time-series variable. Takens (1980) de-
rived sufficient conditions guaranteeing time-delay embedding to be a
1:1 mapping of dynamics from original-system to time-delay coordi-
nates (Takens 1980). This means that the reconstructed shadowmarket
attractor preserves essential dynamic properties of the original
attractor.

While the above example demonstrates how system dynamics can
be reconstructed from one system variable, it does not demonstrate
the full potential of Phase Space Reconstruction since the linear-system
cobweb dynamic is already obvious in the time series plots. The utility
of Phase Space Reconstruction is to reconstruct nonlinear system dy-
namics concealed in volatile and random-appearing observed data.

In general empirical application, an observed price signal p(t) is seg-
mented into a sequence of delay coordinate vectors: p(t), p(t-d), p(t-
2d),…, p(t-(m-1)d), where d is the ‘time delay’ and m is the number of
delayed coordinate vectors (the ‘embedding dimension’). The sequence
of delay coordinate vectors is collected as columns in an ‘embedded
data’ matrix, and the reconstructed phase space is a scatterplot of the
multidimensional points constituting the rows of this matrix:

P; tð Þ ¼ p tð Þ; p t−dð Þ;p t−2dð Þ; pðt− m−1ð Þdf g; t ¼ 1; :::; T ð2Þ

where T is the terminal time period. The embedding dimension is con-
ventionally selected with the ‘false nearest neighbors’ test (Williams
1997). This test measures the percentage of close neighboring points
on an attractor in a given embedding dimension that grow apart in
the next highest dimension (i.e., ‘false neighbors’). The embedding di-
mension selected for the shadow attractor is that for which the percent-
age of false neighbors falls below a given tolerance level. The embedding
delay is conventionally selected as the first minimum of the ‘mutual in-
formation function’—a probabilistic measure of the extent to which a
variable is related to its delayed value (Williams 1997). This selection
is designed to introduce statistical independence between successive
delayed values. Too short a delay does not give system dynamics an ad-
equate opportunity to evolve, while too long a delay causes reconstruc-
tion to skip over important dynamic structure.

The next step in empirically diagnosing endogenousmarket dynam-
ics is to rule out the possibility that an empirical attractor's noticeable
geometric regularity is mimicked by a linear stochastic process
(Schreiber and Schmitz 2000; Small and Tse 2002, 2003; Theiler et al.
1992). First, each de-trended price signal is used to randomly generate
a set of surrogate price vectors. For example, a set of N surrogates gen-
erated from an observed price signal, Pi(t), is:

Pi tð Þ ¼

Pi 0ð Þ
Pi 1ð Þ
•
•
•
Pi Tð Þ

2
6666664

3
7777775

⇒ PS1
i tð Þ ¼

PS1
i 0ð Þ

PS1
i 1ð Þ

•
•
•
PS1
i Tð Þ

2
66666664

3
77777775
; PS2

i tð Þ ¼

PS2
i 0ð Þ

PS2
i 1ð Þ

•
•
•
PS2
i Tð Þ

2
66666664

3
77777775
; :::; PSN

i tð Þ ¼

PSN
i 0ð Þ

PSN
i 1ð Þ

•
•
•
PSN
i Tð Þ

2
66666664

3
77777775

8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:

9>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>;

ð3Þ

where Pi
S1(t) ,PiS2(t) , . . . ,PiSN(t) are surrogate price vectors, and T is the

length of an observed price series. The surrogates are formulated to
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destroy intertemporal patterns in the signal while preserving various
statistical properties.

Amplitude Adjusted Fourier Transform (AAFT) surrogates are “static
monotonic nonlinear transformations of linear filtered noise” designed
to preserve a signal's probability distribution and power spectrum
[(Small and Tse 2003), p. 664]. Shortcomings of theAAFT algorithm—the
most widely used—led to recommendations that a more general algo-
rithm be developed to test the null hypothesis that real-world dynamics
are characterized by a noisy limit cycle (Theiler et al. 1992). In response,
Pseudo Phase Space (PPS) surrogates were designed to replace a signal's
dynamic structure with linearly-filtered noise whose dynamics are
characterized by a randomly-shifting limit-cycle attractor (Small and
Tse 2002). Consequently, PPS surrogates are used to test the null hy-
pothesis that nonrepeating cycling detected in an empirically-recon-
structed attractor is most likely due to a randomly-shifting limit cycle
characteristic of stochastic linear dynamics (Nicholson and
Stephensen 2015). We follow (Kugiumtzis 1999) in first testing the
null hypothesis of linear stochastic dynamics with the AAFT algorithm,
and then re-testing with the more general PPS algorithm.

Next, phase space is reconstructed for each surrogate vector, and se-
lected discriminating statistics measuring various attractor characteris-
tics are estimated. Conventional discriminating measures for detecting
‘hallmarks’ of deterministic structure in an attractor include the ‘corre-
lation dimension’ (measuring the extent to which points on a recon-
structed attractor are spatially organized), and the ‘Lyapunov
exponent’ (measuring sensitivity to initial conditions and resultant
spreading of state-space trajectories over time) (Kantz and Schreiber
1997; Schreiber 1999). Although these two discriminating statistics
must be used with great care in empirical work because of difficulties
in computing reliable estimates from finite noisy records, they can be
reliably used to distinguish between deterministic and random struc-
ture in surrogate data tests (Schreiber 1999).

Another conventional discriminatingmeasure is an attractor's short-
term predictive skill (Small and Tse 2002; Theiler et al. 1992). Points on
an attractor are divided into forecasting and validation bases. Initially,
the nearest neighboring points to the final point in the forecast base
are identified, advanced one time period, and averaged to forecast the
first point in the validation base. At each step, the forecasting base is
augmented by a point in the validation base until all points (excepting
the final point) are validated (Kantz and Schreiber 1997; Kaplan and
Glass 1995; Sprott 2003). Nash-SutcliffeModel Efficiency (NSE) is a con-
ventional discriminating measure of the goodness-of-fit between in-
sample predictions and the validation base (Ritter and Muñoz-
Carpena 2013):

NSE ¼ 1−

XN

i¼1
pi−pFið Þ2

XN

i¼1
pi−pð Þ2

ð4Þ

where N denotes periods in the validation base, p and pF are the price
signal and its forecasted value, respectively, and p is the price signal av-
eraged over the validation base. A valueNSE=1 represents a perfect fit,
and NSE N 0.65 is often proposed as a model quality threshold (Ritter
and Muñoz-Carpena 2013).

We follow conventional practice in testing the null hypothesis of lin-
ear-stochastic dynamics with nonparametric rank-order statistics
(Schreiber and Schmitz 2000; Theiler et al. 1992). There are S=(2k/
α)−1 surrogate data vectors generated for a two-tailed test, where α
sets the probability of false rejection, (1−α)×100 is the level of signif-
icance, and k determines the number of generated surrogateswith larg-
er k values providing more sensitive tests. Linear stochastic dynamics
are rejected if a discriminating statistic taken from the empirical-recon-
structed attractor is among the k smallest or k largest values in the en-
semble of statistics taken from the surrogate attractors. There are
S=(k/α)−1 surrogates generated for a single tailed test, and linear sto-
chastic dynamics are rejected if a discriminating statistic taken from the
genous and exogenous price volatility in food security assessment: An
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Table 1
Signal processing: percent variance in observed data explained.a

Signal Trend 53 w 26.5 w

Apple prices 55% 29% 17% 9%
Pear prices 72% 15% 53% 4%
Orange prices 61% 12% 49% –
Lemon prices 61% 47% 14% –

a Observed time series converted to anomalies from the mean (w = week).
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empirical-reconstructed attractor is among the k smallest (for a lower-
tailed test) or k largest (for an upper-tailed test). We conduct a two-
tailed test for correlation dimension and Lyapunov exponent, and a sin-
gle-tailed test for predictive skill to reject the null hypothesis only if the
empirically-reconstructed attractor predicts withmore skill that its sur-
rogate counterparts.

3.3. Causal network analysis

Sugihara et al. (2012) recently developed Convergent Cross Mapping
(CCM) to detect causal networks in low-dimensional, nonlinear and de-
terministic dynamic systems. If prices X and Y interact in the samemar-
ket, then an attractor reconstructed with either delayed X-coordinates
(AX) or delayed Y-coordinates (AY) bothmap 1–1 to the original market
attractor (A), and consequently map 1–1 to each other.

To testwhether a 1–1mapping exists between AY and AX, a reference
time period is selected, and the corresponding points on the two
attractors are identified. Next, the time indices associated with the
nearest neighbors to the reference point on AY (for example) are identi-
fied. These time indices also yield nearest neighbors to the reference
point on AX only if there is a 1–1mappingwith AY. Such ‘cross mapping’
can be used to predict states of X from the historic record for Y, and vice-
versa. Skillful cross predictions indicate that X and Y are causally related.
A measure of the strength of causal interaction is that cross-mapped
predictions of X using AY converge toward the observed value as the
portion of the historic record for Y used to reconstruct AY increases in
length. The goodness-of-fit between the two can be measured with
the Pearson Correlation Coefficient. Stronger causal interaction is indicat-
ed as both statistics converge closer to one (Sugihara et al. 2012).

3.4. Phenomenological market modeling

Convergent Cross Mapping tests whether prices interact in the same
dynamicmarket system, but does not characterize the nature of interac-
tions, for example, whether an increase in one price decreases the
growth rate of others. We formulate a phenomenological (data-driven)
model to investigate dynamic price interactions driving detected real-
world endogenous market volatility (Baker et al. 1996; Wei-Dong et
al. 2003). The model is composed of a system of ordinary differential
equations (ODEs), each ODE linking the growth rate of a price signal to
a polynomial function in all of the signals:

P1

•
¼ P1

•
P1 tð Þ; P2 tð Þ; :::;Pn tð Þð Þ

P2

•
¼ P2

•
P1 tð Þ; P2 tð Þ; :::;Pn tð Þð Þ

:::

Pn

•
¼ Pn

•
P1 tð Þ; P2 tð Þ; :::;Pn tð Þð Þ

ð5Þ

Growth rates are approximated by taking 4th order centered finite
differences of each signal. The order of polynomials is selected so that
themarketmodel faithfully reproduces the empirical attractor, and sim-
ulated price signals reproduce the spectral properties of the observed
signals. Since the model is linear in parameters, it can be fit with Ordi-
nary Least Squares (OLS) or Partial Least Squares Regression techniques
if needed to correct for possible collinearity among polynomial regres-
sors (Mevik and Wehrens 2007).

Following the ecosystems literature (Hastings 1978), we classify
pairwise interactions between two price signals by themarginal impact
that an incremental increase in price i has on the growth rate of price j
and vice versa; that is, by the signs of time-varying cross partial deriva-

tives taken from phenomenological model (5): ∂ P j
•

∂Pi
ðtÞ; ∂ Pi

•

∂P j
ðtÞ. Positive

cross derivatives signify that Pi(t) and Pj(t) engage in a ‘mutually bene-
ficial’ interaction that generates marginal increases in both. Negative
cross derivatives indicate a ‘competitive’ ormutually-detrimental inter-
action resulting in marginal reductions in both price signals. Finally,
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cross derivatives of opposite sign indicate a ‘predator-prey’ interaction
in which, for example, the jth price signal (enjoying positive marginal
growth) ‘preys’ on the ith price signal (suffering negative marginal
growth).

3.5. Extreme Value Statistics

We apply Extreme Value Statistics (Katz 2010) to model exogenous
volatility contained in unstructured noise separated from each observed
price series. Extreme Value Statistics calculate the likelihood of extreme
price volatility exceeding a selected threshold value within some time
interval. A conventional way to select a threshold value is the noise
level atwhich themean-residual-lifeplot becomes linearwith increasing
thresholds (Gilleland 2015). Exceedances follow a Generalized Pareto
(GP) distribution whose quantiles produce a ‘return level plot’ that esti-
mates the ‘return’ time expected before extremevolatility of a particular
magnitude (‘return level’) is realized.

3.6. Computational packages

The following R packages are available to run the above procedures.
Singular Spectrum Analysis: RSSA (Golyandina and Korobeynikov 2014);
Phase Space Reconstruction and Surrogate Data Analysis: ‘tseriesChaos’
(Di Narzo and Di Narzo 2013), ‘nonlinearTseries’ (Garcia 2015), and
‘fractal’ (Constantine and Percival 2014); Convergent Cross Mapping:
‘multispatialCCM’ (Clark 2014); Network diagrams: ‘igraph’ (Csardi
and Nepusz 2006); Ordinary Least Squares Regression used in Phenome-
nological Modeling: ‘stats’; ODE solver used in Phenomenological Model-
ing: ‘deSolve’ (Soetaert et al. 2015); and Extreme Value Statistics:
‘extRemes’ (Gilleland and Katz 2011).

4. Results

Our results provide compelling empirical evidence of endogenous
price volatility generated by a nonlinear, low-dimensional and deter-
ministic market dynamic in the observed Italian organic fruit market.

In Stage 1, we converted each price series to an anomaly from its
mean, and initially applied Singular Spectrum Analysis to fill in intermit-
tent missing values in the recorded apple, pear, orange and lemon
prices. Next, price anomalies were decomposed into signal (containing
trend and dominant annual and semiannual cycles) and unstructured
noise. Price signals account for themajority of variation in each price se-
ries from its mean (Table 1). The plots of observed price anomalies
(green lines), price signals (black lines), isolated trends (blue lines),
and unstructured noise (red lines) for each commodity are displayed
in Fig. 3. Annual oscillations for apple-price (3a) and pear-price (3b) sig-
nals increase from about October until June, and then decline for two to
threemonths. The annual oscillation for the orange-price signal (3c) in-
creases from about January to October, and then declines for two to
threemonths. The annual oscillation for the lemon-price signal (3d) in-
creases from about April to September and declines from October to
March.

In Stage 2, we successfully reconstructed empiricalmarket attractors
with ‘noticeable regularity’ from the (detrended) price signals (Fig. 4a–
d). The attractors exhibit non-repeating aperiodic oscillations character-
ized by the dominant annual and weaker semi-annual cycle lengths
enous and exogenous price volatility in food security assessment: An
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Fig. 3. Signal/Noise separation. Singular Spectrum Analysis separates each price series (grey line) into signal (black line) and noise (red line). The time (horizontal) axis shows year and
week, e.g., 2003-1 denotes the first week of 2003. Price signals incorporate endogenous variation. Price signals are strong—ranging from 55% to 72% of total variance in observed price
series—and are composed of trend (isolated by blue line) and dominant annual and semiannual cycles. Noise is residual exogenous variation. Positive (negative) noise levels occur at
times when an observed price series is greater (less) than the corresponding signal. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)
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uncovered in signal processing. Surrogate data tests soundly rejected
the null hypothesis that the attractors' ‘noticeable regularity’ is due to
a mimicking linear stochastic market dynamic consistent with exoge-
nous price volatility. We set the significance level at 95% resulting in
99 surrogates generated for each of the two-tailed tests on correlation
dimension and Lypunov exponent, and 49 surrogates for the single-
tailed test on predictive skill. When using AAFT surrogates, the null hy-
pothesis was rejected for the attractors reconstructed from pear and or-
ange prices for all three discriminating measures, and accepted for the
attractors reconstructed from apple and lemon prices only for one of
the measures (Table 2). These results hold for the PPS surrogates
(Table 3).

In Stage 3, Convergent CrossMapping results provide strong empirical
evidence that signals for apple prices, pear prices, orange prices, and
lemon prices are causally interrelated (Fig. 5). The attractors recon-
structed from each price signal skillfully cross-predict the other signals
at saturated correlation coefficients above ρ ≈ 0.8 (Fig. 5a–d). These
causal interactions are summarized in a network diagramwhere arrows
indicate directions of causality, and color denotes strength of causality
(Fig. 5e).

In Stage 4,we found that second-order polynomial price interactions
provided a good fit for the ODE associated with each price signal:

Pi

•
≈ αi0 þ αi1Plemon þ αi2Porange þ ai3PorangePlemon þ αi4Ppear þ αi5PpearPlemon þ αi6PpearPorangeþ
αi7PpearPorangePlemon þ αi8Papple þ ai9PapplePlemon þ ai10PapplePorange þ αi11PapplePorangePlemonþ
ai12PapplePpear þ ai13PapplePpearPlemon þ ai14PapplePpearPorange þ ai15PapplePpearPorangePlemon

ð6Þ
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where i indexes the apple signal, pear signal, orange signal, and lemon
signal; and estimated OLS coefficients are found in Table 4. Cumulative
Distribution Functions (CDFs) and 95% confidence intervals for NSE
were generated by block-bootstrapping of the observed and predicted
values for each equation (Ritter and Muñoz-Carpena 2013). These
were used to strongly reject the null hypothesis that NSE falls below
the 0.65 minimum model quality threshold with probability values
p = 0 (Table 4) (Ritter and Muñoz-Carpena 2013). Another indication
of good fit is that the phenomenological model successfully simulated
empirically-detected endogenous price dynamics. The simulated attrac-
tor reconstructed from model solutions for the apple-price signal (Fig.
4e) bears striking resemblance to the empirical attractor reconstructed
from observed apple-price anomalies (Fig. 4a), and exhibits similar dis-
criminating statistics. Both have an embedding delay of 9 weeks. The
simulated attractor has a correlation dimension of 2.04, a Lypunov ex-
ponent of 0.08, and predictive skill given by NSE = 0.99. The values
for the empirical attractor are 2.45, 0.05, and NSE = 0.97, respectively.

We applied the phenomenological marketmodel to find that empir-
ically-detected endogenous price dynamics are driven by remarkably
systematic pairwise interactions among the signals for apple prices,
pear prices, orange prices, and lemon prices. Consider, for example,
pairwise interactions between the apple-price and pear-price signals
(Fig. 6a). The plots of both cross derivatives alternate between positive
and negative through time. Both are positive from January through Feb-
ruary each year indicating that an incremental increase in one price has
a positive impact on the growth rate of the other—a mutually beneficial
or ‘symbiotic’ relationship. During the remaining months of each year,
pear prices have a positive impact on the growth of apple prices,
genous and exogenous price volatility in food security assessment: An
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Fig. 4. The empirical attractors constructed from the price signals for organic (a) apples, (b) pears, (c) oranges, and (d) lemons. The empirical attractors demonstrate ‘noticeable regularity’
which offers preliminary evidence that observed volatility in the corresponding price series is driven by endogenous low-dimensional nonlinear market dynamics. Fig. 4e shows that the
attractor reconstructed from the apple-price signal simulated by the phenomenological market model bears striking resemblance to the empirical attractor (Fig. 4a), and thus that the
phenomenological model corresponds well to diagnosed real-world market dynamics.
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while apple prices have negative impact on the growth of pear
prices—apple prices ‘prey’ on pear prices. In other pairwise interactions,
orange prices ‘prey’ on apple prices fromapproximately October to April
each year, while the cross derivatives turn negative during the remain-
ingmonths indicating that the relationship turns ‘competitive’ (Fig. 6b).
Apple prices ‘prey’ on lemon prices from about May to October each
year, and the relationship turns ‘symbiotic’ over the remaining months
(Fig. 6c). Orange prices ‘prey’ on pear prices all year (Fig. 6d). Pear prices
‘prey’ on lemon prices from approximately November through February
and May through August, and the relationship turns competitive from
March through April and September through October (Fig. 6e). Finally,
orange and lemon prices are symbiotic in December and January and
Table 2
AAFT surrogate data results using rank-order statistics.a

Apple prices Signal Surrogate (low) Surrogate (high) H0

Correlation dimension 2.45 2.46 3.52 Reject
Lyapunov exponent 0.05 0.07 0.39 Reject
Predictive skill 0.97 0.92 0.97 Accept

Pear prices
Correlation dimension 1.46 1.53 1.98 Reject
Lyapunov exponent 0.09 0.13 0.55 Reject
Predictive skill 0.99 0.92 0.98 Reject

Orange prices
Correlation dimension 1.26 1.39 1.68 Reject
Lyapunov exponent 0.12 0.11 0.58 Reject
Predictive skill 1.00 0.95 0.99 Reject

Lemon prices
Correlation dimension 2.79 1.8 2.92 Accept
Lyapunov exponent 0.04 0.07 0.39 Reject
Predictive skill 0.99 0.93 0.98 Reject

a AAFT surrogates are used to test the null hypothesis that nonrepeating cycling char-
acterizing the empirically-reconstructed attractors is generated by linear stochastic dy-
namics. The significance level is set at 95% resulting in 99 surrogates for correlation
dimension and Lyapunov exponent (two-sided tests), and 49 surrogates for predictive
skill (one-sided test).
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competitive the rest of the year (Fig. 6f). The above pairwise dynamic
price interactions are summarized in Table 5.

In Stage 5, we applied Extreme Value Statistics to probabilistically
model the exogenous volatility (noise) separated from each price series,
and compute return-level plots that estimate expected ‘return’ times
before extreme positive and negative exogenous volatility levels exceed
selected thresholds (Fig. 7). The thresholds selected for each price sig-
nal, the total number of exceedances over the length of the price series,
and the weekly exceedance rate are reported in Table 6. For example,
noise separated from observed apple-price anomalies exhibits extreme
positive discrepancies (in which observed price anomalies are greater
than the signal) exceeding a threshold of 0.05 €/kg a total of 115
Table 3
PPS surrogate data results using rank-order statistics.a

Apple prices Signal Surrogate (low) Surrogate (high) H0

Correlation dimension 2.45 2.29 3.32 Accept
Lyapunov exponent 0.05 0.86 1.65 Reject
Predictive skill 0.97 −0.15 0.32 Reject

Pear prices
Correlation dimension 1.46 2.01 3.93 Reject
Lyapunov exponent 0.09 0.7 1.48 Reject
Predictive skill 0.99 0.16 0.68 Reject

Orange prices
Correlation dimension 1.26 2.31 4.03 Reject
Lyapunov exponent 0.12 0.76 1.5 Reject
Predictive skill 1 0.27 0.68 Reject

Lemon prices
Correlation dimension 2.79 2.40 3.37 Accept
Lyapunov exponent 0.04 0.82 1.57 Reject
Predictive skill 0.99 −0.09 0.38 Reject

a PPS surrogates are used to test the null hypothesis that nonrepeating cycling detected
in the empirically-reconstructed attractors is most likely due to a randomly-shifting limit
cycle characteristic of stochastic linear dynamics. The significance level is set at 95%
resulting in 99 surrogates for correlation dimension and Lyapunov exponent (two-sided
tests), and 49 surrogates for predictive skill (one-sided test).

enous and exogenous price volatility in food security assessment: An
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Fig. 5. Causal network analysis. Convergent Cross Mapping provides strong empirical evidence that the attractors reconstructed from observed price series represent the dynamics of the
same real-world market system, and thus that the corresponding prices causally interact. The plots (a–d) show that the attractors reconstructed from each price series skillfully cross
predict the other price signals. An attractor skillfully cross predicts another variable when the Pearson correlation coefficient (vertical axes) converges to a high value as the number of
points on the attractor used to cross predict increases (horizontal axes). The cross-predictions in 4a–d are summarized in network diagram (4e) where arrows indicate directions of
causality, and color denotes strength of causality. Green arrows denote a high-level saturated correlation coefficient interval (0.9, 1), and black arrows an intermediate interval (0.8,
0.89). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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times over the 421-week sample—about 27% of the time. Extreme neg-
ative discrepancies (inwhich observed price anomalies are less than the
signal) exceed a threshold of 0.08 €/kg in absolute value a total of 126
times—about 30% of the time. The return-level plot for positive
exceedances (Fig. 7, upper left corner) shows that noise separated
from apple-price anomalies is expected to exceed larger discrepancies
of 0.095 €/kg about every 5 weeks, 0.31 €/kg every 26 weeks, and
0.39 €/kg every 53 weeks (Table 7). Extreme negative discrepancies
(Fig. 7, lower left corner) exceed the (absolute value) threshold of
Table 4
OLS estimated coefficients to phenomenological market model.

Monomialsa x.ODE y.ODE z.ODE w.ODE

Constant −0.0075***b 0.0156*** 0.0063*** 0.0008
w −0.0008 −0.0345** −0.1428*** −0.0943***
z −0.0512*** −0.2469*** −0.0602*** 0.0575***
zw −0.1162* −0.1006 −0.0033 −0.0658
y 0.0486*** 0.1492*** 0.0712*** −0.0064***
yw −0.0242 0.0628 0.0500 0.0184
yz 0.1837*** −0.2355*** −0.0216 0.0457***
yzw −0.1258 2.1798*** 2.2323*** 1.1748***
x −0.0457*** 0.0466 0.1105*** 0.0757***
xw 0.0511 1.0437*** 0.4574** 0.3057**
xz −0.2749*** −1.4078*** −0.6975*** −0.5286***
xzw 1.0441 −2.3595 −2.5276*** −1.0192*
xy 0.2654*** 0.4980*** 0.0555 0.1931***
xyw 1.5945** 4.5198*** 2.7684*** 2.8643***
xyz −1.2060*** −1.3417*** −0.3897 −0.9513***
xyzw 1.7467 −2.5013 −7.4221*** −5.3977***
NSEc 0.85

[0.83, 0.87]
0.89
[0.87, 0.91]

0.91
[0.9, 0.92]

0.8
[0.78, 0.83]

p-Valued 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

aVariables are apple prices (x), pear prices (y), orange prices (z), and lemon prices (w). The
price series are converted to anomalies from themean. The notation ‘*.ODE’ represents the
fitted ordinary differential equation for the variable; bt values; c95% confidence interval in
brackets; dp(NSE ≤ 0.65); significance codes: ***lower than α = 0.01, **lower than α =
0.05, *lower than α = 0.10.
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0.12 €/kg about 5 weeks, 0.17 €/kg every 26 weeks, and 0.22 €/kg
every 53 weeks (Table 7).

5. Discussion

Empirical diagnostics provide striking evidence that observed vola-
tility in organic apple, pear and orange prices in this Italian market is
due to inherent market instability governed by low-dimensional non-
linear dynamics. Long-term market dynamics evolve along a three-di-
mensional attractor empirically constructed from detected price
signals. Surrogate data tests soundly reject the null hypothesis that the
noticeable geometric regularity in these attractors is the figment of a
mimicking linear stochastic process. The empirically-diagnosed market
dynamics are successfully reproduced in a parsimonious four-dimen-
sional deterministic system of ODEs composed of second-order polyno-
mials. A market attractor reconstructed from simulated apple prices
exhibits the samebehavior as its empirically-reconstructed counterpart.
Themodel provided a framework for characterizing systematic price in-
teractions driving endogenous volatility. This showcases the potential
for parsimonious deterministic models to capture and characterize the
behavior of complexmarket systems. Saltelli and Funtowitz (2014) pro-
pose that parsimony be included in post-modeling auditing of theoret-
ical models used in public policy because “simple or parsimonious
model representations are better than more ‘sophisticated’ or complex
models, when they are being used for policy impact assessments” (p.
84).

The diagnosed information can inform further effort to formulate a
mechanistic fruit market model in the study area with techniques
such as dynamic systems modeling. First, signal processing identifies
the oscillatory periods in observed price series that should be matched
by their simulated counterparts. Second, phase space reconstruction
provides a geometric picture of long-termmarket dynamics that the so-
lution to a mechanistic model should simulate to correspond to reality.
Simulatedmarket dynamics that undergo a cobweb adjustment to equi-
librium, or that oscillate periodically, do not correspond to the aperiodic
genous and exogenous price volatility in food security assessment: An
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Fig. 6. Pairwise dynamic price interactions between: (a) apples and pears, (b) apples and oranges, (c) apples and lemons, (d) pears and oranges, (e) pears and lemons, and (f) oranges and
lemons. The time (horizontal) axis shows year and week, e.g., 2003–1 denotes the first week of 2003. Empirically-detected endogenous volatility is driven by remarkably systematic
simulated paired-price interactions that cycle annually. Apple and pear prices have a mutually beneficial relationship (meaning that an incremental increase in one has a positive
impact on the growth rate of the other) in January and February of each year (when the cross derivatives are positive), and a predator (apple prices) – prey (pear prices) relationship
the rest of the year (when the cross derivatives have opposite sign). Orange prices ‘prey’ on apple prices from approximately October to April each year, and a competitive relationship
the rest of the years (when the cross derivatives turn negative). Apple prices ‘prey’ on lemon prices from about May to October each year, and the relationship turns ‘symbiotic’ over
the remaining months. Orange prices ‘prey’ on pear prices, and pear prices ‘prey’ on lemon prices all year. Finally, orange and lemon prices are symbiotic in December and January and
competitive the rest of the year.
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cycling characterizing the empirical attractor. Third, the three-dimen-
sional embedding space of the empirical market attractors reconstruct-
ed from observed data indicates that a minimum of at least three
interacting prices is required to re-produce diagnosed market dynam-
ics. Fourth, the phenomenological market model fit to price signals
demonstrates that complex diagnosed dynamics can be reproduced by
a nonlinear system of ODEs composed of second-order polynomial
price interactions. A mechanistic market model for the study area
need not include interactions more complex than this to successfully
simulate diagnosed dynamics. Once a mechanistic market model has
been specified, the approach outlined by Baker et al. (1996) to estimate
coefficients in known dynamical systems can be applied.

Empirical evidence of nonlinear dynamic structure opens the door to
true interdisciplinary mechanistic modeling. Most would agree that
real-world food markets are integrated agricultural systems of climatic,
environmental, economic, geopolitical and sociological processes
whose interactions determine food production and consumption over
time and space, and that many of these processes are not considered
to be intrinsically random in their respective disciplines. Yet, the risk lit-
erature in agricultural economics relegates these processes to realm of
‘real uncertainty’—generally interpreted to mean that agricultural deci-
sion-making environments are inherently uncertain due to uncontrolla-
ble and random exogenous events including weather, diseases, insect
infestations, technological innovations, government policies, and so on
(Feder 1979). In contrast, endogenous nonlinear explanations of ob-
served complexity require that theory from economics and other disci-
plines be integrated—not relegated to random chance.
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The diagnosis that the Italian organic fruit market studied is inher-
ently unstable has important implications for food policy. First, this is
evidence that this particular market cannot be relied upon as a ‘natural
corrective process’ to stabilize observed price volatility. There may be
scope for public intervention policies directed, for example, at increas-
ing the flexibility of agricultural producers in responding to changing
market conditions (Berg and Huffaker 2015). A source of inflexible re-
sponse in EU organic fruit production is high sunk costs due to ‘invest-
ment irreversibility’ (Tzouramani et al. 2009). Sunk costs could be
reduced by policies encouragingproducers to replace highly-specialized
with multi-purpose production facilities. Another source of inflexibility
is that producers relying on bankfinancing for amajor investment often
require a period of financial consolidation before qualifying for a new
loan. This ‘investment’ cycle could be smoothed by encouraging alterna-
tive financing options to bank loans such as equity capital provided by
external investors (Berg and Huffaker 2015).

On a final note, one should be aware of important caveats to apply-
ing NLTS to the short and noisy data sets typically confronting food se-
curity volatility assessment. NLTS may fail to diagnose nonlinear
dynamic structure in observed market data for several reasons
(Williams 1997). First, real-world market dynamics in the study area
may not evolve along a low-dimensional nonlinear attractor. Second,
observed data may not lie on an existing real-world attractor. Finally,
limited data may fail to adequately characterize an existing attractor.
Faced with the short and noisy time-series data “one gives up the ambi-
tion of reconstructing the very fine structure of the real-world attractor
including complex folding and fractal patterns…” (Vautard 1999). One
enous and exogenous price volatility in food security assessment: An
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Table 5
Classification of pairwise price interactions.

Interactions Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

Papple–Ppear
Symbiotic x x
Predator-preya x x x x x x x x x x
Competitive

Papple–Porange
Symbiotic
Predator-preyb x x x x x x x
Competitive x x x x x

Papple–Plemon

Symbiotic x x x x x x
Predator-preyc x x x x x x
Competitive

Ppear–Porange
Symbiotic
Predator-preyd x x x x x x x x x x x x
Competitive

Ppear–Plemon

Symbiotic
Predator-preye x x x x x x x x
Competitive x x x x

Porange–Plemon

Symbiotic x x
Predator-prey
Competitive x x x x x x x x x x

a Predator (Papple)–Prey (Ppear).
b Predator (Porange)–Prey (Papple).
c Predator (Papple)–Prey (Plemon).
d Predator(Porange)–Prey(Ppear).
e Predator (Ppear)–Prey (Plemon).
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is limited to reconstructing a “sampling” or “skeleton” of a real-world
attractor (Ghil et al. 2002), and cannot hope to recover “full dynamics
… from a recording of a single variable” (Schreiber 1999).When nonlin-
ear dynamic techniques fail, linear-stochastic approaches remain a via-
ble alternative. However, we propose that NLTS diagnostics be applied
before presuming linear-stochastic structures potentially falling short
of real-world complexity.
Fig. 7. Probabilisticmodeling of exogenous volatility captured in the noise separated from each o
and negative noise levels exceeding selected thresholds, and produce ‘return-level’ plots (
exceedances of increasing magnitudes (‘return levels’) are realized. Red bands are 95% boots
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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6. Summary and concluding comments

Controversy over how to distinguish between endogenous and ex-
ogenous price volatility compromises the ability of governments and in-
ternational agencies to assess the threat that volatility poses to food
security, and to select suitable countermeasures. The root of the contro-
versy is whether food-market dynamics normally stabilize exogenous
bserved price anomaly. Extreme Value Statistics calculate the likelihood of extreme positive
log scale) estimating the times expected (‘return times’) before positive and negative
trapped pointwise confidence intervals. (For interpretation of the references to color in

genous and exogenous price volatility in food security assessment: An
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Table 6
Threshold values for extreme value statistics.a

Positive noise Negative noise

Apple prices
Threshold 0.05 (€/kg) 0.08 (€/kg)
Exceedances 115 126
Weekly rate 0.27 0.3

Pear prices
Threshold 0.15 (€/kg) 0.13 (€/kg)
Exceedances 118 126
Weekly rate 0.28 0.3

Orange prices
Threshold 0.1 (€/kg) 0.1 (€/kg)
Exceedances 126 126
Weekly rate 0.3 0.3

Lemon prices
Threshold 0.18 (€/kg) 0.2 (€/kg)
Exceedances 128 132
Weekly rate 0.3 0.31

a Observed time series converted to anomalies from the mean.
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random shocks or endogenously destabilize prices. Since, neither view-
point is a theoretical imperative, assessing market dynamics becomes
an empirical issue.

We proposed an empirical framework—based on nonlinear
dynamics—to test for endogenous market dynamics in organic apple,
pear, orange, and lemonprices at theMilano (Italy) Ipercoop. Results in-
dicate that long-termmarket dynamics are deterministic, nonlinear and
low dimensional. Observed price volatility is endogenous to inherently
unstablemarket behavior, and food policy looking to ease volatility can-
not rely on the market to stabilize prices in the face of exogenous
shocks.

Diagnosed real-world dynamic market structure was successfully
simulated with a parsimonious phenomenological model formulated
as a deterministic system of ordinary differential equations with sec-
ond-order polynomial price interactions. We indicated how diagnosed
dynamics and phenomenological modeling would inform future mech-
anistic modeling attempting to provide theoretical explanations for en-
dogenous price volatility.

Our proposed diagnostic scheme cannot be expected to diagnose
low-dimensional nonlinear dynamic market structure in all
applications—the real-world market dynamics under investigation
may not evolve along a low-dimensional attractor, or the data may
be too limited to provide an adequate sampling of an existing attrac-
tor. However, we conclude that nonlinear diagnostics represent a
valuable opportunity to glean highly useful information for food se-
curity assessment in a mathematically- and statistically-rigorous
manner.
Table 7
Noise return times and levels.a

Return times Apple prices Pear prices Orange prices Lemon prices

Return levels (positive exceedances)
5 weeks 0.095 0.22 0.18 0.34
26 weeks 0.31 0.31 0.27 0.48
53 weeks 0.39 0.39 0.34 0.57

Return levels (negative exceedances)
5 weeks 0.12 0.22 0.19 0.3
26 weeks 0.17 0.33 0.29 0.4
53 weeks 0.22 0.44 0.38 0.5

a Observed time series converted to anomalies from the mean.
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